LE T HOPE BE YOUR GI F T TO A HURT ING WORLD

L E T T E R F ROM T H E D I RE C TO R
At The Hope Venture, we have this crazy passion to live and
love generously… to believe there is something that enables
us to live beyond our limitations and pour out a deep love
to real people, with overflowing wonder. Seriously, it’s a
wonder.
It’s beyond the norm. It’s believing we can have the capacity
to give when we don’t feel it’s within us. It’s this notion that
something grander can compel us. Something mighty and
awesome can flow from within us. We can love the hurting.
We can give lots of money (it’s a thing—people do that). We
can be a part of something amazing and awesome.
Around here, there’s no obligation. We don’t love reluctantly
or begrudgingly. We don’t give sparingly or for a pat on the
back. We give out of great joy in doing so. We love out of a
deep conviction that every person is worthy of love. We
produce excellent work not because we are so skilled but
because our God is so wise.
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Yes, it completely relates to our view of God. If He lavishes,
He abounds, He gives grace, He dances over, He stoops
down to lift up, He leaves the 99 to run after the one, He
fills, He enables, He renews, He supplies and increases…
well, that pretty much changes everything. When I am weak,
He is strong. When I am unable, He is able. When I am
unloving—because let’s face it, our hearts are not always so
noble—He still loves and teaches us how to love also.
If we could so dare, we want to challenge your view of God.
Not really by our words, but by the way we practice real love
(1 John 3:16-18) and how we believe God fills us and
enables us to live that way (2 Co 9:6-15). We want to invite
you to live and love that way with us.
Does that sound like something you want? Pick a project
and donate!
Cynci Petersen
Executive Director

cover: Our director dancing with students in Uganda
above: Recipients of our Oletukat Water Project
photos: Rachel Meyer

Pick a
Project &
Donate
>>
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Leprosy Care
This project began during the first Covid outbreak
in India as we saw the most vulnerable and
marginalized fall into hopelessness. Since then, our
partners have recognized the discrimination and lack
of basic care that these individuals with leprosy are
facing. By supporting this project, you’ll be helping
bring medical care and basic food to this neglected
people.

$135
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Funds a medical clinic for those with leprosy.

Food for the
Blind
Those who are blind in India struggle to get jobs to provide
for themselves and their families. They are left to beg at train
stations, at the mercy of those who pass by. Our partners
have noticed their needs and have started to reach out to this
vulnerable group. This project provides a kit full of groceries,
some clothing, and toiletries to help alleviate their burdens and
show them the love of Christ.

$20

Provides one kit.

G I VE H E RE

G I VE H E RE
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India Tailoring
& Computers
Our India Tailoring & Computers Project seeks to equip people
who come from poor economic backgrounds in southern India.
Many of these people are from slum areas or remote villages
and have the desire to work but just don’t have the skills to do
so. We provide free courses in tailoring and computer training to
empower them and improve their employability.

UGANDA
1 4 00

PA RT N E R : D R . E M M A

E D U C AT I O N

SUPPLIES

High School
Uniforms
We started this project in 2021 as students in
Uganda were finally getting to go back to school
after two years lost to Covid. Imagine young high
school girls in poverty being out of school for
two years. Their bodies grew, but their ability to
purchase adequate clothing diminished. These
girls found themselves in humiliating outfits
and needed help. $60 provides two uniforms,
sportswear, and one sweater that they need for
school. $15 provides one of the above.

$200

$15

$50

$60

Provides a new sewing machine.

Provides a uniform for one student.

Provides computer training
for a child.

Provides a set of clothes (two uniforms,
sportswear, and one sweater).

G I VE H E RE

G I VE H E RE
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Michelle

THE DIGNITY OF A
N E W, T A I L O R E D
UN I FORM
Location: Uganda
Project: High School Uniforms
There’s nothing like the esteem you experience
when you step into school on the first day after
summer and have a brand-new outfit on, picked
out exclusively for the first day. You strut through
the doors, overjoyed with your vibrantly colored
t-shirt displaying a print of your favorite TV
character, the boldly colored shorts your mom
helped you match with it, and, of course, your
new light-up sneakers. This is an exciting time—
you feel empowered to spend the year learning
alongside your classmates, all because you have
clothes that you’re excited about. They fit you
well, and you can boldly wear them around your
school.
While many of us have probably experienced
this satisfaction in our clothing at school, it is
not the case for all students. For Michelle, for
example, this was not her case. Michelle walked
into school in Uganda feeling shame, not dignity.
Her clothes didn’t fit her. They were too small,
not seeming to stretch to cover her body. This
was already embarrassing enough, but on top of
this, the kids at school called her names, and her
teachers told her to change and put on a casual
uniform. But she couldn’t. Her family simply
didn’t have enough money to buy clothes that fit
her. Michelle tried to find any way to cover the
areas where her clothes didn’t. She tied scarves
around her waist and tried to layer different
clothing items. She felt ashamed of her clothes
and of herself.
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But then Michelle became a recipient of The
Hope Venture’s High School Uniforms Project
in partnership with Passion Christian Ministries.
This project provides school uniforms to students
at Passion Christian High School in Uganda to
help encourage students to stay in school, feel
a sense of belonging, and experience a higher
sense of esteem.

photos: Rachel Meyer

Michelle was taken to get fitted for new clothing.
Measurements were taken to get a uniform
tailored uniquely for her. Michelle says she feels

amazing when she’s wearing her new uniforms.
She feels smart. She feels respected. She gets to
wear the same thing as her peers in school, which
she never imagined would happen. Instead of
feeling like an outcast, she now feels like she fits
in—like she belongs. She can stride into school
proudly knowing her clothes fit her, allowing her to
focus on learning.
Now that Michelle feels confident each day at
school, she has her eyes fixed on accomplishing
her goals by finishing school. She wants to
become a doctor so she can save lives of all
people. She wants to help people in villages
who don’t often get access to medical care. Her
parents are getting older and don’t have a lot of
money, so she wants to help them too by making a
steady income through her career.
Michelle didn’t want to be seen for the clothes
she was wearing. She didn’t want to be set aside
as an outcast. She wanted to be known for who
she really was. She wanted to share her love of
pizza (especially slices with ground beef and lots
of cheese), physics, and net ball. Her curious mind
and eager attitude to learn. Her smile, her friendly
nature, wanting everyone to feel like they had a
friend. These are the things that make Michelle
Michelle. And now, she can firmly display these
qualities each day as she confidently dresses in a
uniform.
written by: Carrie Wehrman
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Student
Sponsorship
We are so excited about our Student
Sponsorship program. You have the
ability to pick a student who you
can help keep in school, pray for,
write letters to, and even receive
selfie videos from! We are now in
four locations throughout Kenya.
The first location is Narok, which is
where we started and where we have
roughly 300 students sponsored. Our
second location is in Turkana, which is
currently fully funded by the people
of Northpointe Church, Lincoln, NE.
The other two locations are in the
Mathare slums of Nairobi through two
different partners there. All of them are
of great need and are life-changing
to these kids! Thanks for being a part
of this awesome project! (To pick your
student, scan the QR code below or
go to thehopeventure.org/studentstories.)
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$55

/MON T H

Sponsors one student.

$150
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Kenya College
Scholarships
Our Kenya College Scholarships Project seeks to provide further opportunities to
students in Kenya who have finished high school through The Hope Venture’s High
School Sponsorship Project. If they are still in need of financial assistance to go on to
college, they have the opportunity to apply for a scholarship. This project has already
helped us see students graduate and get jobs that are even turning around and helping
the next generations. So cool! Please help us continue to empower and encourage
further education and better opportunities in the future for these students.

$500

$50

Provides a
scholarship for one
person.

Pays for three months computer training
after high school.

Pays for one student to attend camp.
G I VE H E RE

G I VE H E RE
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Rwanda College
Scholarships
Our Rwanda College Scholarships Project was our first pilot project in
2021. We are excited to be continuing this project to provide more
scholarships for college students. These students are graduates from this
partner’s high school sponsorship (much like our sponsorships). They’ve
been great to get to know and helped us get started in Rwanda. We
started with one student in 2021, six in 2022, and we hope for 12 in
2023! Join us!

E D U C AT I O N

STUDENTS

Scholarships
for Moms
For several years we have partnered with Wakisa
Ministries in Uganda. Wakisa is a clinic for pregnant
teenagers that not only cares for them while
they’re pregnant but also empowers them for life
after their babies are born. This project provides
scholarships for these young moms to go back to
school to finish their formal education (as opposed
to Agromax, which is vocational training) and
ranges in cost depending on the grade level of the
moms.

$750

$1,500

Provides a young mom the chance to
go back to school.

Provides a scholarship for one student.

G I VE H E RE

PA RT N E R : V I V I A N K I T YO

G I VE H E RE
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India
Backpacks
This project was the first project
The Hope Venture ever did, and
it continues to help thousands of
children every year. While rising
costs have forced us to raise
the price of these backpacks
for the first time in 13 years, the
backpacks still provide a year’s
worth of school supplies to needy
children. We are so grateful for
your ongoing love and care for
these children. We’ve seen some
go on to get college degrees
(check out our India Scholarships
Project to help some in late high
school or college) and some
start new careers. It’s our hope
that those in need would be
empowered to overcome and
rise above what might otherwise
push them down. Every backpack
represents a life that matters.
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$15

Provides a backpack filled with
one year’s worth of school
supplies.

2 100

PA RT N E R : C H A R L I E A B RO

E D U C AT I O N

STUDENTS
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India Scholarships
Some students in Bangalore and Chennai have a connection with The
Hope Venture, either through our India Backpacks Project or our India
Feeding Centers Project, but due to living in poverty, they lack the funds
necessary to finish their education. Your donation provides a scholarship
for these students to carry on with school and even pursue higher
education.

$300

Provides a scholarship for one student.

G I VE H E RE

G I VE H E RE

B AC K PAC K S W I T H A
SIDE OF SIZZLING
D O S A , WA RM S M I L E S ,
A N D A B R I G H T F U T U RE
Location: India
Project: Backpacks
The whole scene was a bit chaotic. It was July
2022, and we had just arrived in Kalandra for the
first time in three years to visit our feeding center
and backpack recipients there. The village stirred
with energy as our car pulled up, and we were
greeted by an excited crew of elementary-andmiddle-school-aged boys, eager to share their
village with us. At the front of the pack, with the
biggest, uncontainable smile, was Sam Kumar.
He grabbed our hands and directed us through
the narrow, winding streets to a small home in
the corner of the village. “Is this where you live?”
we asked. Beaming with pride he said it was and
proceeded to bring his parents out. Sam loves
his family and wanted them to share time with
us, even though family dynamics haven’t always
been easy.

Sam
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photos: Ezra Bram

Sam’s dad struggles with an addiction to alcohol
and spends most of the family’s income on
liquor. His mom has struggled through some
heavy bouts with depression, leading to a nearsuicide attempt while Sam was present. Through
it all, though, Sam seems to have a contagious
optimism that draws the family together. In
fact, his mom was talked down from her suicide
attempt by Sam’s encouragement for her to
trust God’s provision. Sam’s love is felt by the
family, but they are still left with some significant
struggles. Both of his parents work day to day,
and the income is so slim. Sam’s dad works as a
coconut peeler, and his mom tries to find work as
a maid for a local landlord. After the continued
dependence on alcohol and a meager supply
of food and necessities, there is no money left
to spend on an education for Sam. Even though
school is government funded Sam couldn’t afford
to pay for the basic supplies like books, paper,
and pencils—supplies needed by anyone who
wants a chance at succeeding in school, and for
Sam, success in school could be a lifeline out of
poverty.

Everything changed a few
years back, though. In 2020
we raised money for our
India Backpacks Project at A
Night For Hope, and we were
able to send enough money
to our partners to distribute
over 5,500 backpacks full of
school supplies. One of those
recipients was a kind and
smiley young boy in the little
village of Kalandra. Yep, Sam
got a backpack thanks to the
generous support of a few
hundred people gathering
together in a parking lot
in Lincoln, NE, for a socialdistanced, drive-in fundraiser.
And that impact was not
insignificant.
Equipped with a backpack full of all the supplies
he’d need, Sam now had the confidence to
approach school with the same love and enthusiasm
that he approached all of life with. But even more
than that, Sam got connected to our local partner
Aaron who has loved and invested in him. Aaron
has started teaching Sam and his family about Jesus
and his love for them. They have started to open up
their home to the community to have a small church
gathering each Sunday and lives are changing
forever—all because of a few pencils and notebooks
in a backpack.
As we wandered in behind Sam, he and his mom
pulled out a small stove and lit a fire. We gathered
around as Sam poured fresh batter onto a sizzling
skillet, preparing some of the best Indian dosa
you’ve ever had. Sam giggled as I tried to help with
the dosa and really butchered it. The fire was hot,
the food was warm, and the smiles touched us. In
the midst of a broken home, in the corner of an
impoverished village, hope was stirring.
Our bodies warm with food, we said our goodbyes
and departed out into a now rain-soaked evening.
Looking back, we longed for more for Sam and
his family. Yet at the same time, his radiant joy
reminded us that even on a dreary night, in a cold
concrete home, next to a self-consumed, alcoholic
father, Sam has hope. The future still holds light.
written by: Josh Petersen
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Home
of Hope
The Home of Hope is a homeless
shelter where 750 people with
mental and physical disabilities
live and receive the care
they need. These people are
considered the “outcasts” of
society and are left to fend for
themselves, oftentimes stranded
on the streets. Indeed, many
are near death when they arrive.
At the Home of Hope, they are
welcomed into a safe place
where their medical, spiritual,
and community needs are met.
At The Hope Venture’s 2022
Night for Hope, we raised
$173,000 to help build a Nursing
College at the Home of Hope.
The entire project will cost
roughly $500,000, which will be
funded by thousands of people
in poverty in India who are giving
even one rupee (roughly one
penny) to help the Home of
Hope! Join the cause and help us
finish the task!

India
Feeding
Centers
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Our India Feeding Centers Project
provides free, daily nutritious meals
for kids who live below the poverty
line and don’t have enough food. We
currently run eight centers in India. Each
feeding center provides daily food for
about 50 to 90 hungry kids and adults.
In addition, we come alongside these
kids, provide tutoring at the center, and
seek to turn the direction of their lives.
Provide a meal for just 50 cents or feed
a child for an entire year for $132!

$0.50

$0.01

Provides one meal.

Joins with thousands in India
who will give one rupee each
to support the Home of Hope’s
operation. Every person can join
us and make a difference.

$132

Feeds a child for a year.
G I VE H E RE

G I VE H E RE
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Jawadhu
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Mt. Sinai
School
Mt. Sinai School is an English medium school that
we’ve partnered to build in northern India. The
school’s model has tuition paid by upper-andmiddle-class students while providing free education
for students living in extreme poverty. We are
currently seeking $14,500 to fund a new elevator
that will give us the ability to gain school permits to
maintain all grade levels.

Hills Project
We launched this project at A Night For Hope
in 2019, and it’s been awesome. The funds from
that one night have covered all the expenses so
far. We have graduated students in tailoring and
computers and have done so much more at all
four community development centers (CDCs) now!
These CDCs are going great. We finally need more
funds to keep pouring into these extremely poor
and isolated communities. Please help us continue
to bring love and hope to these neglected people.

$750

Covers one month at one location.

$14,500

$9,000

Provides an elevator for the school.

G I VE H E RE

Funds one CDC for a year.

G I VE H E RE
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Agromax
Agromax is a six month agriculture training program in Uganda. We partner
with Agromax to train girls who have had teen pregnancies and had to drop
out of school. Because these women became pregnant at such a young
age, they struggle to provide for their children. Agromax helps equip these
moms with agricultural knowledge and training, so they’ll have the skills
that can provide employment, sustenance, and stability for them and their
children. $715 covers the cost of the entire program for one mother.

$715

Provides the six-month training for one mom.
22
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Kenya
Agriculture
A few years back we began an agriculture project
in Kenya with our partner Nasha Ministries. The
project helps an elementary school in the area
offset its lunch costs by growing sustainable
sources of food. There are three farms where we
grow crops, some for the school and some to
sell so we can replant next season. Funds for this
project go toward labor and rent that have not
reached sustainability yet.

$6,180

Covers labor and some cost-sharing
rent for 2023.

G I VE H E RE

G I VE H E RE
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Goats
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Kenya
Water &
Sanitation

The region of Kenya where this project is located
is home to widespread poverty and malnutrition.
Our Goats Project serves those living in extreme
poverty, especially families that are affected by
severe droughts. Due to the harsh climate, it is
difficult for some animals to survive, but goats are
resilient. This project provides free, healthy goats
to families in need, which then serves as a source
of sustainable income and nutrition.

$60
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Provides one goat.

The community of Oletukat, Kenya, is
affected by severe drought, and many
people have had to walk long distances to
gather water that wasn’t clean. This project
built a pipe and filtration system, which
brought clean water to a village that had
never had it! $8,000 will maintain the entire
system for 2023, while just $1 provides
clean water for one person for the year.
In addition, each year we hold sanitation
trainings and build toilets in the area.

$1

Maintains clean water for one person for a
year.

$8,000

Maintains the entire water
system for a year.

G I VE H E RE

G I VE H E RE

W H O W E ARE
We're on an adventure to bring hope and dignity to the
most disadvantaged people in the world. We do that by
creating opportunities custom to your ability, direct to a real
and extreme need, and guaranteed to give you joy in the
process.
We work exclusively with trusted, local partners around the
globe. They create education and health projects for people
living in poverty and we hop on board. Together we’re
trying to honor Christ and help the hurting.
So pick a project, scan the QR code or fill out the form, and
change a life today!

BANGLADESH
INDIA
BENIN
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Fun
Generosity

UGANDA
RWA N D A

K E N YA
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W H E RE W E WO RK
6 C O U N T R I E S W I T H 1 2 PA RT N E RS

A quick safari break during camp counselor training
photo: Kacie Heidbrink

BACKBONE TEAM
The Backbone Team. Arguably the most vital part of this whole
operation.
At The Hope Venture, we have a 100% model that sends 100%
of all project donations directly overseas to the project
intended. We don’t keep any of it. That means we need a
separate source of funding for things like monthly rent, our
electricity bill, staff payroll, even things like sticky notes and
pens. Our Backbone Team supports these operational costs,
letting us send project donations right where they should be:
overseas.
Lots of our friends (or people who have become our friends!)
have been longtime members of the Backbone Team. They’ve
kept this all afloat. They get our most valued communications,
our highest attention. And it’s time: we need this team to grow.
God’s favor has been on our projects, but we believe that means
God also wants to grow our staff team and resources here to
keep up.
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If you've known us for awhile, you'd be a
great fit for this team. Here are some
options to join:
M O N T H LY A T A N Y A M O U N T .
We have people that give anywhere from $5/month to $850/
month. Any level gets you on the team! Start small or go big!
Add it to your normal student sponsorship giving. Make it your
first recurring gift with us. Whatever it takes, we’re looking to
grow this!
THORS.
Think backbone. Spine. Thoracic vertebrae. Thors. :) These are
critical to our backbone. Here at The Hope Venture, our Thors
are those who give $10,000 a year or more to our Backbone
Team. We are so grateful to our Thors! If you’re able, this is a
hugely needed part of our team.
LUMBARS.
Okay, so this is a brand new idea, but we have two donors that
give $50,000/year or more to our Backbone Team. We need a
few more of these now as well! Honestly, if you’re in that
ballpark, let’s talk!

G I VE H E RE

We
Say
100%
Goes

Monday morning staff meeting
photo: Victoria Petersen
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D O NAT I O N F O RM
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ FO O D FO R T H E BL I ND

COMMENTS

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L E P RO S Y C ARE
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I ND I A TA I LO R I NG & C OM P U TE RS
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ H I G H S C H O O L U N I FO RM S
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S T U DE N T S P ONS O RS H I P

THEHOPEVENTURE.ORG

Use this form or donate online at thehopeventure.org.

monthly

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ K E NYA C O L L E G E S C H O L ARS H I P S
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ RWA ND A C O L L E G E S C H O L ARS H I P S
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S C H O L ARS H I P S FO R MOM S
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I ND I A BAC K PAC KS

LE T US KNOW WHO YOU ARE
NAME
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Thank
You!

One teacher at a school we help support
photo: Rachel Meyer

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I ND I A S C H O L ARS H I P S
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I ND I A F E E D I NG C E N TE RS
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ H OME O F H O P E

ADDRESS
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EMAIL
PHONE

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ M T. S I NA I S C H O O L
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ JAWA D H U H I L L S P ROJE C T
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ K E NYA AG R I C U LT U RE
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ AG ROM A X
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ K E NYA WATE R & SA N I TAT I ON

TOTAL
$

one time

$

monthly

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G OAT S

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ BAC K BONE
monthly

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ WH E RE MO S T NE E DE D

Tear out this form and mail it in with
cash or check to:
The Hope Venture
315 S 9th St. Ste. 200
Lincoln, NE 68508

The Hope Venture is a registered 501c3 with the United States government. All donations are tax deductible. We will do our best to honor
each request. In the event that a project becomes fully funded, we will direct the funds to the project most similar. If no preference is
indicated, the funds will be directed to Where Most Needed.
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Roomiepalooza closing ceremonies
photo: Victoria Petersen
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